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Introduction

Thalassemia is a blood inherited disorder caused due to defective hemoglobin synthesis in the red blood cells in the body. It is one of the common genetic disorder, from which nearly 200 million people globally [1] are being affected either as a thalassemia minor or major or sometimes as a carrier-whom only carry genes not affected by symptoms. Most thalassemia carrier are not aware of their carrier status [2], which remains a great threat to transmit the disease. The nature and limited treatment options for the disease imposes a heavy psychosocial burden on patients and their families [3]. Recent advances in the diagnostics and preventive medicine of genetic disorders particularly in thalassemia have improved patient survival through the options like blood transfusion, chelation therapy, and gene therapy [4]. Similarly, patients’ well-being has also increased significantly in accordance with technological advancements leading to increased function of their entire family [1,5], having their day today activities normal.

Many studies revealed that diagnosing prenatally through the chorionic villous sampling of carrier mother will have a greater impact in revealing the status of the child whether having thalassemia or not. Unlike, there are also many ethical issues related to it, which states the outcome of the children survival would be of disparaging. Prenatal diagnosis on fetal blood even if indicated for couple at-risk was not easily accepted. The intensive procedures and the fear of being suspect made their choices against the prenatal diagnosis. And studies also revealed that termination option was the choice they prefer if parents with Thalassemia carrier given the option to comprehensive genetic counseling services after they have been diagnosed. That makes more complicated in terms of diagnosis and screening. A study of Indian context revealed that by and large, parents have no reservations in sharing the knowledge of molecular pathology and improvement in methodologies for detecting mutation and applying vilocentesis in regaining of nucleated fetal cells allowed a fast improvement both in practicality and suitability of prenatal diagnosis [9]. Furthermore, to reduce the option of terminating the pregnancy, pre-conception genetic diagnosis or preimplantation has been sighting up for thalassemia and several other diseases [10]. Prenatal diagnosis is considered as an integral component of the control programme for hemoglobinopathies from the community standpoint. Disease burden estimation, awareness creation in the community, carrier and couple’s at-risk identification, and genetic counseling is fundamentals for a dynamic preventive programme. Countries like Cyprus, Greece, the UK, and Italy have successfully launched control programmes and attained outstanding reduction of genetic disorders [11-14]. From previous studies, it is identified that most appropriate time to screen for thalassemia is, during an antenatal check-up in antenatal clinics, high school children, college or university students and extended family members of affected children [15].

Genetic counseling is also one of the important ways to prevent the spread. Counselors and health educators should be completely aware that couple at-risk having a child with genetic disorders, in general, should be given the option of prenatal diagnosis to solve further complications. In the same way, in Sardina birth reduction of major beta-thalassemia major babies from 1:250 to 1:4000 have been achieved by effective genetic counseling with the identification of a maximum number of carriers [16]. Public health education programmes concentrating on targeted or high-risk population is very much needed for the current scenario for providing parental genetic counseling in prenatal diagnosis as well as to fill the knowledge gap in genetic disorders.
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